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1. Introduction 
 The utilitarianism sowed by Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) began to filter into all British soci-
ety throughout he Victorian age. Although utilitarianism was the prevalent idea in 19 th century 
Britain, there were a few alternative ideas floating against he mainstream. One of them was that 
of  `medievalists' such as Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881) , Augustus Welby Northmore Pugin (1812-
1852) , John Ruskin (1819-1900) and William Morris (1834-1896)1. Their ideas were influential 
not only in Britain and Europe but also in Japan. Particularly, Ruskin and Morris had a profound 
influence on early 20 th century Japan. In fact, since Shibue Tamotsu (1857-1930) first intro-
duced Morris' works in 1891, Morris—together with Ruskin—became a well-known western 
writer, artist and social thinker in Japan in the several decades that followed. Why did the Japa-
nese intellectuals receive Morris? What was the impact of Morris on Japan at the time? These are 
the questions that we attempt to consider in this paper2. 
2. Social Background and Outline of 'Morris in Japan' 
 When Japanese society was initiated into the period of modernization brought about by the 
Meiji Restoration in 1868, the ` advanced' capitalist societies of the late 19 th century became the 
models for establishing the new political and economic systems for both the Meiji government 
and the intellectuals. The social reforms that aimed to keep pace with the western powers made 
some progress. However, Japanese industrialization advanced rapidly after the war with China 
(1894-95) and Russia (1904-05) . The military successes achieved in these wars and the achieve-
ments in domestic industrialization stabilized the authority of the state. At the same time, these 
achievements also made Japan's expansionist tendencies with regard to other Asian countries 
plainly evident. Moreover, they served to strengthen the official oppression of any critics of the 
Meiji imperial bureaucratic system. The nature of the government was revealed clearly in the two 
events : the unification of Korea with Japan and the Taigyaku Jiken' (the High Treason Incident) of
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1910. 
 Although the Social Democratic Party---the first socialist party in Japan---was established in 
1901, Heiminsha (the Society for Common People) which published the Heimin Shinbun (the Com-
mon People's News) was founded in 1903 and the Japanese Socialist Party was established in 1906, 
they were all forced by the government to shut down, and especially after 1910, most socialists ac-
tivities declined. However, despite the repression by the state, there was not a complete absence 
of resistance to the authorities. Osugi Sakae (1885-1923) and Arahata Kanson (1887-1981) be-
gan the publication of the monthly magazine Kindai Shiso (Modern Thoughts) in 1912. Later, 
Osugi—who was a famous anarchist—was murdered by the military amidst the chaos after the 
great Kanto earthquake of 1923. Meanwhile, in 1922, Arahata helped to found the Japanese Com-
munist Party. The publications Heimin Shinbun (the Common People's News) and Kindai Shiso 
(Modern Thoughts) played an important role in introducing and popularizing the ideas of Morris, 
Edward Carpenter (1844-1929) , Lev Nikolaevich Tolstoi (1828-1910) , Pyotr Alexeyevich Kropot-
kin (1842-1921) and Romain Rolland (1866-1944) . 
 The rapid industrialization brought along an increasing concentration of population in cities 
such as Tokyo and Osaka. Consequently, various social challenges emerged in Japan after the 
end of the 19 th century. In 1916, Yoshino SakuzO (1878-1933) advocated `Minpon Shugi' (Democ-
racy), and in 1921, Yuaikai (the Friendship Association) was established by Suzuki Bunji (1885-
1946) who was a Christian socialist. The Rice Riots instigated by housewives' initiative first began 
in a small fishing village in Toyama and subsequently spread all over Japan in 1918, a year after 
the Russian Revolution broke out. 
 However, it was not until the 1920 s that Marxism came to be widely known among Japanese 
intellectuals3. The ideas of anti-modernization r anti-industrialization, such as those advocated by 
Ruskin and Morris, instead of Marxism, became an intellectual tool for criticizing the system 
prevalent at that time. Moreover, while Marxism was severely repressed by the government after 
the 1920 s, the studies on Ruskin and Morris escaped the official oppression4. 
 The works of Ruskin and Morris were introduced to Japan in the late 1880 s---the middle of the 
Meiji period. Ruskin was first introduced as early as in 1888 in a magazine Kokumin no Tomo 
(Friend of the Nation) by Tokutomi Soho (1863-1957) who was a journalist. Morris was first intro-
duced in 1891 as a poet in Eikoku Bungakushi (the History of English Literature) by Shibue Tamotsu, 
a novelist. It was in 1899 that Morris and Ruskin were first introduced as socialists in the publica-
tion Shakai Shugi (Socialism) by Murai Tomoyoshi (1861-1944) , who worked with Abe Isoo 
(1865-1949) to advance to cause of Christian socialism. It was not surprising that Murai and the 
majority of the founders of the Japanese Socialist Party were Christians. This was because Christi-
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anity was one of the systematized thoughts imported from the West and had the greatest effect 
on the Japanese intellectuals of the late 19 th century for making it possible to mount a fundamen-
tal critique of the existing systems in Japan. Of course, there were also some socialists who did 
not need Christianity, but it can be said that their political position prior to the war with Russia 
was not significantly different from that of the Christian socialists.  KOtoku Shusui (1871-1911), 
who was executed in early 1911 for being involved in Taigyaku Jiken' (the High Treason Incident) , 
referred to Morris as a socialist alongside Marx and Engels in his second theoretical work, 
Shakaishugi Shinzui (Essence ofSocialism) , in 19035. In 1904, a Japanese translation of Morris' News 
from Nowhere by Sakai Toshihiko (1870-1933) , a famous socialist, appeared in a socialist newspa-
per Heimin Shinbun (the Common People's News) . However, Yano Ryukei (1850-1931) —a novel-
ist and a politician—wrote Shin Syakai (New Society), which was given a hint by Morris' News 
from Nowhere in 1902. Twenty years later, in 1922, Kagawa Toyohiko (1888-1960), a Christian so-
cialist, wrote Kuchu Seifuku (Conquest of the Skies) —a humorous vision of an utopian society 
based on a dream. It also exhibits an interesting similarity to Morris' News from Nowhere. 
 In 1912, Tomimoto Kenkichi (1886-1963) —an original potter who went on to become a living 
national treasure—wrote he first biographical article in Japanese on Morris as a designer. It was 
titled Wiriamu Morisu no Hanashi' (The Story of William Morris) and published in Bijutsu Shinpo 
(Art News), a central art magazine. Iwamura TOru (1870-1917) also penned a valuable article en-
titled ` Wiriamu Morisu to Shumiteki Shakaishugi' (William Morris and Aesthetic Socialism) in Bijutsu 
to Shakai (Art and Society) in 19156. Iwamura lived in America and Europe from 1888 to 1892 in or-
der to study about painting and art history. Thereafter, Iwamura became a lecturer at Tokyo Bi-
jutsu Gakko (Tokyo Art School) in 1899 where he became acquainted with Tomimoto, who was one 
of his students at the school. It is reasonable to assume that Iwamura was an important source of 
information for Tomimoto on Morris. Iwamura also played a significant role in introducing the 
idea of ` art of the people'7. 
 Murobuse Koshin, a journalist, published Girudo Shakaishugi (Guild Socialism) in 1920. In this 
book, he referred to Morris and his relationship with Ruskin and declared that `Owen and Morris 
are the Adam and Eve of Guild Socialism' and that `Morris learned valuable things from Ruskin'8. 
In 1924, Kada Tetsuji (1895-1964) published Wiriam morisu (William Morris) , soon thereafter, in 
1925, Honma Hisao (1886-1981) wrote Seikatsu no Geijutsuka (Life into Art) and Okuma 
Nobuyuki (1893-1977) published Shakaisisoka toshiteno Rasukin to Morisu (Ruskin and Morris as 
Social Thinkers) in 1927. In addition to these, there were many other publications on Morris in con-
nection with poetry, design, guild socialism and utopia at this time. 
 It may be worth pointing out, in passing, that Akutagawa Ryunosuke (1892-1927) ---who was
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a creative writer of the Taisho Democracy' in the 1920s—chose to write a graduation thesis on 
the 'Young Morris' in 1915 for the Tokyo Imperial University9. 
3. Successors to William Morris in Japan 
 Ruskin and Morris advocated the need for the revival of the ` art of the people' and the rediscov-
ery of ` pleasure in labour' that had flourished in medieval times. Ruskin says :
degradation of the operative into a machine, which, more than any other evil of the 
times, is leading the mass of the nations everywhere into vain, incoherent, destructive 
struggling for a freedom of which they cannot explain the nature to themselves...It is not 
that men are ill fed, but that they have no pleasure in the work by which they make 
their bread, and therefore look to wealth as the only means of pleasure'°
 Morris emphasized `pleasure in labour' an 
published by Kelmscott Press :
d stated in the preface to Ruskin's The Stone of Venice
Ruskin here teaches us is that art is the expression of man's pleasure in labour ; that it 
is possible for man to rejoice in his work, for, strange as it may seem to us to-day, there 
have been times when he did rejoice in itll
 In 1889, Kropotkin said that Edward Bellamy's Looking backward, 2000-1887 that was pub-
lished in 1888 sold 180,000 copies in America and Britain and made a `convert' of many people12. 
 However, Morris perceived Bellamy's utopia ` as State Communism, worked by the very ex-
treme of national centralization', and criticized it. `In short', Morris said, ` a machine—life is the 
best which Mr Bellamy can imagine for us on all sides'. ` I believe that the ideal of the future dose 
not point to the lessening of men's energy by the reduction of labour to a minimum, but rather to 
the reduction of pain in labour to a minimum, so small that it will cease to be a pain'13. There-
fore, in contrast to Bellamy's future society based on a military industrial system and a military 
formation of works, Morris presented in his News from Nowhere an association founded on fellow-
ship, independence and freedom. Morris says in News from Nowhere :
how you get people to work when there is no reward of labour, and especially how you 
get them to work strenuously? /The reward of labour is life. Is that not enough ? ...the 
reward of creation.../it implies that all work is suffering, and we are so far from thinking
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that.../The wares which we make are made because they are  needed  : men make for 
their neighbours' use as if they were making for themselves, not for a vague market of 
which they know nothing, and over which they have no control...All work which would 
be irksome to do by hand is done by immensely improved machinery ; and in all work 
which it is a pleasure to do by hand machinery is done without...under these circum-
stances all the work that we do is an exercise of the mind and body more or less pleas-
ant to be done : so that instead of avoiding work everybody seeks it1d
 This idea of Morris was influential not only within Britain but also among the intellectuals in 
Europe and Japan. In Japan, the supporters and advocates of Morris' ideas were of four types. 
 First, there were the artists and those who were active in the ` Mingei' movement. `Mingei' liter-
ally means `art of the people' or folk art. The leader of the ` Mingei' movemant in Japan was Yan-
agi Soetsu (1889-1961) , a philosopher. He founded the Association of Japanese Folkcrafts in 1934 
and published a magazine, Kogei (Crafts) . The ideas of Morris reflect not only in the theoretical 
aspects of its ideology but also in the actual project of the crafts guild of 1927 known as ` Kami-
gamo Mingei Kyodan' (Kamigamo F lkcrafts Cooperative) . Bernard Leach (1887-1979) , a British pot-
ter who was born in Hong Kong, came to Japan in 1909 and met Yanagi in 1910. Leach's role in 
the ` Mingei' theory and movement has often been neglected espite the fact that he was instru-
mental in inspiring Yanagi15. Leach says :
I am always thinking of a plan for the combined necessary making of a living and the 
pursuit of art. My present idea is the formation of a group somewhat on William Morris 
lines by Takamura, Tomi, self and a few others. Painting, sculpture, porcelain, lacquer, 
etc., to be exhibited in our own gallery16. 
Naturally the English movement under William Morris was the subject of much discus-
sion, and I clearly recollect how he [Yanagi] questioned me about an equivalent term for 
peasant or folk art, in Japanese. No word existed, and he finally composed the word 
mingei, which means ` art of the people' and has now become part of the Japanese lan-
guage".
 Tomimoto Kenkichi, an original designer and potter, was trained as an architect at the Tokyo 
Art School. During his stay in Britain from 1909 to 1910, Tomimoto studied stained glass at the 
Central School of Arts and Crafts in London and regularly visited the South Kensington Museum. 
When Tomimoto returned to Japan and met Leach and Yanagi in 1910, his knowledge of Morris
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was very deep and he remarked that `Morris was a pioneer, and I feel that he showed us the way 
we should take through his own practice'i8. Moreover, Tomimoto established his design office 
based on an idea similar to that of Morris' company in 1914, although it was closed not too long 
after. 
 Second, there were those who were active in the field of ` peasant art'. Yamamoto Kanae (1882-
1946) began the ` peasant art' project and established of the Japanese Peasant Art Institute in 
1923. Miyazawa Kenji (1896-1933) put into practice his educational project, Rasu Chijin Kyokai 
(Rasu Farmers Association) , which was established in 1926. He is one of the most popular poets and 
writers of 20 th century Japan in addition to begin an agricultural engineer, a teacher and a 
thinker. It is said that this project was very similar to Ruskin's Guild of St. George. Miyazawa's 
ideas are spelled out in the manuscripts, Nomin Geijutsu Gairon Koyo (Outline Survey of Peasant 
Art) . Following Morris' example, Miyazawa, too, stresses `pleasure in labour' :
      Our ancestors, though poor, lived quite happily/ They possessedboth Art and religion/ 
      Today we have only work and existence...Those we now call people of religionand Art 
      monopolize and sell Truth, Goodness, and Beauty/ We must now walk a true, new path 
      and create our own Beauty!! Burn away grey labour with Art! 
      Professional artists will one day cease to exist/...We are,each of us, artists at one time 
       or another. 
      Peasant art always affirms actual ife and deepens and heightens it/ Peasant art guides 
      us in making human life and Nature into an unending art photograph and an enduring 
      poem, and in the intuitive reception of Beauty as a vast theatrical dance19 
 Third, there were the scholars who discussed about the ideas of Morris—in particular, the rela-
tionship between the arts or crafts and labour. As noted above, Iwamura TOru pointed out the 
aesthetic socialism of Morris while Kada Tetsuji referred to Morris as an artistic social thinker. 
Ohtsuki Kenji (1891-1977) , who had earlier introduced Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) to Japan, 
said that 'What we are interested in is why and how Morris, who praised a idle dream, became 
an industrious labourist and an activist of the idea of pleasure in labour'20. Moreover, several arti-
cles mentioned Morris' idea of ` pleasure in labour' and the relationship between the arts and la-
bour, at this time. 
 Fourth, there were the novelists. Musyanokoji Saneatsu (1885-1976) , who was to go on to be-
come a Tolstoyan humanist in his later years, organized the Atarashiki Mura (New Village) project 
in 1918. In the same manner, Arishima Takeo (1878-1923) —influenced strongly by Kropotkin—
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left his farm in Hokkaido and offered it to the peasants to live there for free. It is not entirely evi-
dent whether these novelists were under the direct influence of the ideas of Morris, but it can be 
stated that they shared the ideological atmosphere of the time. 
4. Conclusion 
 Various elements beyond the influence of the ideas of Morris can be recognized as holding 
sway in early 20 th century Japan. What are the characteristic aspects of the reception to Morris' 
ideas around this time in Japan? First, the Japanese interest in Morris in Japan rose to a peak in 
1920 s in terms of the survey of the number of literature on Morris (see Figures 1 and 3)  21. There 
were two periods of crises in Japan---1920 and 1927—before the worldwide depression of 1929-
1932. The social ruin in Japan implied—for Japanese nationalists, in particular---the demise of the 
home in both the material and spiritual sense. Under such circumstances, there arose a strong in-
terest in the thought and practice of Morris among the Japanese intellectuals. Second, practically 
all the intellectuals focused their attention on Morris' social thought (see Figure 2) . They were par-
ticularly interested in the idea of `pleasure in labour' and in the relationship between the arts or 
crafts and labour. It should be emphasised that some intellectuals attempted to practice the idea 
of ` pleasure in labour' in their own way. 
 Third, at that time, there was an atmosphere of freedom with regard to accepting new ideas 
          Figure 1 Trend in the number of Morris studies in Japan (1909-1932) 
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     Figure 2 Field on Morris in Japan (1909-1932) 
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 Figure 3 Number of Morris studies in Japan (1891-1944)
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and thinking of a new life and society. Ono pointed out that during the  Taisho period and the be-
ginning of the ShOwa period---that is, during the 1920s—there was the rise in social movements 
influenced by the Taisho Democracy and an increase in chaotic socialist movements before Marx-
ism assumed leadership over these movements22. Therefore, we can make the claim that the 
ideas of Morris found acceptance with most Japanese intellectuals.
* An earlier version of this paper was read at the Morris 2000 Conference of the William Morris Society held 
at the University of Toronto, Canada, on 23 June 2000. Further, another version was read at the seminar of 
the Dutch William Morris Circle at the University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands on 25 February 2004. In 
this paper, Japanese names are given in the customary order, i. e. surname first.
Notes 
1 They have been regarded as ` medievalists' ; however it is not always clear what is meant by the term 
`medievalists'. See Watanabe and Kikuchi (1997) p. 109 and Kusamitsu (1995) . It is likely that there are 
 some significant differences between Ruskin and Morris. 
2 I am particularly indebted to the following studies : Ono (1992) and Watanabe and Kikuchi (1997) . 
3 Marx's Manifest der Kommunistischen Partie was translated by KOtoku Shusui and Sakai Toshihiko in 
 1904, and Das Kapital was translated by Takabatake Motoyuki (1886-1928) in 1919. 
4 Kimura pointed out ` during the militarist period 1937-1945 there was a curiously deviant phase of Ruskin 
 analysis. A few sincere students of Ruskin continued their work along the religious-humanitarianli e...and 
 Ruskin was now generally deliberately hailed as a totalitarian social reformer, and some of his doctrines 
 and assertions were picked up and specifically made use of to support the imperialist war by the right-wing 
nationalists' (Kimura (1982) pp. 236-237) . On the contrary, Kawakami Hajime (1879-1946) , a well-known 
 economist and the first Ruskinian in Japan, ultimately became a Marxist. His student, Mikimoto Ryuzo 
(1893-1971) , the foremost Ruskinian scholar in Japan, established the Tokyo Rasukin KyOkai (Tokyo 
 Ruskin Society) in 1931 and published the journal, Tokyo Rasukin Kyokai Zasshi (Tokyo Ruskin Society 
Journal) . In 1934, he also built the Rasukin Bunko (the Ruskin Library) , which existed until 1937 ;how-
 ever, both were re-established in 1984 and continue to initiate and support Ruskin studies. 
5 Kotoku referred to Socialism :Its Growth and Outline written by William Morris and E. Belfort Bax in 
 1893. 
6 It is highly probable that Iwamura's expression of `aesthetic socialism' originated in A. Comton-Rickett's 
 categorization of Morris as the aesthetic reformer' in William Morris : A Study in Personality in 1913. 
7 Surprisingly, only a few studies that examined his role have thus far been conducted. However, Yamada 
 (1980) is an exception. 
8 Murobuse (1920) pp. 40, 50. 
9 Unfortunately it was lost. 
10 Ruskin (1903-12) Vol. 10 : p. 194. 
11 Morris (1936) Vol. 1 : p. 292. 
12 See Kawabata (1993) p. 174. It is worth noting that a Japanese translation of Bellamy's Looking Back-
 ward appeared in 1903, a year before Morris' News from Nowhere was translated. 
13 Morris (1936) Vol. 2 : pp. 504, 505, 506. 
14 Morris (1910-15) Vol. 16 : pp. 91, 97. 
15 See Moeran (1989) and Kikuchi (1994).
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16 Leach (1978) p. 66. 
17 Introduction by Leach in Yanagi (1989) p. 94. 
18 Tomimoto (1981) pp. 445-446. 
19 Fromm (1984) pp. ii, vii, iii. 
20 Ohtsuki (1935) p. 140. 
21 See Tomita (1934) and Makino, Shinagawa nd Ito (1991) . It must be noted that Figures 1 and 2 cre-
  ated by Tomita do not present the number of publications. Tomita classified each publication and assigned 
  each of them a different point (e. g. book ; 5 article ; 1) . However, it is not possible to verify Tomita's 
  classification. I attempted to count the number of publications based on Makino, Shinagawa nd Ito 
(1991). and calculated each publication as one item. The highest falls in the year 1934, the year of Morris' 
  death. 
22 Ono (1992) p. 19.
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